Jeep wrangler questions

I have a 2. I just bought a Jeep Wrangler Sahara with 24, miles on it. I've owned it for about a
month and yesterday I encountered the dreaded no start. When you turn the key all lights come
on but noth I turn it off and try and start again and it wont. I wait 10min and its cranks right
away. I've changed the ect, spark plugs, gas Will using a rock deflector shield on a jeep
wrangler JK while flat towing overheat or hurt the transmission? Will a rear bumper for a Jeep
Wrangler fit a Jeep Wrangler? The u connect has been an annoyance from the start. I am tired of
calling and brining the jeep in. The best now is that it talks to me without me asking for
anything. This is worse then it no I traded even with a lady. Now she is asking for my vin and
wont say why. I am selling my car in a separate state from where I reside. It is in a safe location
with someone I trust, but I don't want to ask them to manage the sale for me. Would it be
appropriate to tell p Jeep Wrangler jk. Has just started doing this. Turned ignition off, went to
restart would not start. After a few minutes restarted. Any ideas. When I drive mph and rpm
above 2 my jeep will cut out and steering wheel brakes and gas pedal lock up. When I start my
engine it will run and then stop and click and then run again. Almost like the timing is off or
something is trying to keep up. Any suggestions? I have paid and uploaded pictures yet my
Jeep Wrangler x isn't showing. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does
not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Jeep Wrangler Questions Any type
Favorite. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Jeep
Wrangler Questions. Jeep Wrangler Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models
For Sale. Here are some of the most frequently asked questions and a glossary to help get you
familiar with life on the trail. The system uses either a clutch or a center differential to allow the
front and rear driveshafts to turn at varying speeds. Whether the road is covered in snow or is
dry as dirt, this system can be utilized confidently. It is also a system that powers all four
wheels of a vehicle at all times. It can be used full-time on all surfaces, including pavement, like
full-time 4WD. The only difference is that a ''4-low'' setting is not available on AWD vehicles. Due
to the lack of ''low range'', AWD vehicles are much less capable in off-road settings than
full-time 4WD vehicles, but work perfectly well on-road. The system instead locks the front and
rear driveshafts, making it better for use exclusively during off-road travel or challenging road
conditions. If drivers use Part-Time 4WD excessively, they may experience driveline noise or
binding that can lead to overheating or early part failure. When a slippery surface such as snow
or mud is encountered, 4WD is automatically engaged and power is transferred to the
secondary axle. Learn more about 4x4 systems. Part-time 4x4 systems lock the front and rear
axles together so the front and rear wheels turn at the same speed. If attempting to turn or drive
on dry surfaces, binding ''crow hop'' and driveline noise a ''bang'' or ''shudder'' will occur,
which can lead to overheating and early part failure. Crow hop happens when using the 4x4
part-time system on dry pavement or during turns. If attempting to maneuver or turn on dry
pavement, the tires will lose traction, causing driveline noise, such as a ''bang'' or vehicle
''shudder''. Switching between settings is easy using the rotary knob. A variety of settings
deliver ultimate driving stability by coordinating vehicle systems, including throttle control,
transmission shifting, transfer case, traction control and Electronic Stability Control. Leaving
the vehicle in AUTO mode will allow it to automatically select the correct drive system for the
condition it senses. Both systems can be used when parked or moving. The vehicle can be
raised to give more clearance when navigating off-road trails and can be set to automatically
lower when it is parked to allow for easier entry and exit. Low-Range is for extreme off-road
situations needing more torque with low speed, such as getting out of a tough driving spot or
steep climbs. More torque does not mean more traction though, so it can be unsafe on slippery
surfaces like snow, ice or mud. Avoid using this mode for normal driving. Yes, but this is not
recommended. The teeth of the gears may not be properly aligned so difficulty may occur. After
shifting, return the transmission to the desired gear. High-Range is designed for off-road
conditions i. You should not go faster than road conditions permit. The shift can be done while
stopped or in motion. With a part-time system, prolonged driving in 4x4 High-Range is
recommended only for wet, loose or slippery road surfaces. With a full-time system, you can
drive high-range on normal conditions for as long as conditions permit. Always check your
vehicle before going off-road. Make sure your battery is fastened, all hoses are in good
condition and oil and fluids are topped off, including fuel. Be sure that all four tires are in good
condition and have the proper tire pressure. Avoid travelling alone, especially into unfamiliar
territory. Once off-road, put your vehicle in 4WD whenever you anticipate a need for additional
traction. It's difficult to engage 4WD after you get stuck. You'll also want to get into the habit of
looking over your hood, scanning left to right so you can clearly see what you're approaching
on the trail. If you're just watching the left tire, there's a good chance you'll get the right tire in

trouble. Avoid putting your head outside the vehicle to see what's coming. Many trail masters
recommend keeping your thumbs up and out of the way of the steering wheel spokes in rough
terrain. If your tire suddenly falls off a rock, your steering wheel could quickly rotate and injure
your thumb. Speed and power are not required in rough off-road driving. In many cases, with
manual transmissions, letting the clutch out slowly and allowing the vehicle to crawl over
obstacles in the lowest gear is the best scenario. As a matter of fact, on the Rubicon Trail, the
average speed is a mere miles per hour. Generally, when snow or mud is present on the driving
surface, it is the right time to engage your on-demand or part-time 4WD system. Don't shift to a
lower gear than necessary to maintain momentum. Over-revving the engine can spin the wheels
and traction will be lost. If you begin to lose traction in snow or mud, turn your steering wheel
back and forth rapidly. This will generally help the wheels bite into fresh terrain and pull you
through. If traction is lost, STOP. Wheel spinning will just dig you in deeper. The key is to
maintain forward momentum. For better traction in sand, drop air pressure pounds below
normal pressure on conventional tires. Return to normal pressure after use in these conditions.
Try high-range 4WD to maintain forward momentum. Depending on the condition of the sand,
low-range 4WD and alternative gear selections may be necessary. Also try to make wider turns
if at all possible. Tight turning slows the vehicle abruptly and can get you stuck. Again,
maintaining forward momentum is key. It's also smart to know what's on the other side before
going up. At the base of the hill you should apply more power. Ease up on the power as you
approach the top and before going over the crest. If you stall on the ascent, back straight down
the hill in reverse. For downhill travel, always use the lowest gear with a manual transmission.
When descending a hill in low-range, do not disengage the clutch and allow the vehicle to coast.
Severe damage to your clutch disc may result. Allow the gears and engine compression to slow
you down, using the brakes only to fine-tune your speed. If equipped with an automatic
transmission, use low-range and the lowest drive setting. If the hill is very steep and you don't
feel confident that you or your vehicle can make it up, don't attempt it. Never get sideways on a
steep slope as this can lead to vehicle instability. Off-roading can be very challenging.
Remember, go as slow as possible. Use common sense with safety being the foremost concern.
We call it "crawling" for a reason. Use a low gear and low-range 4WD and just let the vehicle
crawl and idle with as little throttle as needed when going over obstacles like rocks or logs.
Never straddle rocks. A vehicle with 10 inches of ground clearance will not go over a inch rock!
Maneuver the tire on top of the rocks and crawl over them slowly. If you hear scraping, don't
panic. Dropping tire pressure pounds improves traction and helps avoid tire punctures.
Remember, the ideal speed for rock crawling is miles per hour. Always leave the trail in better
shape than you found it. Observe posted signs and stay on trails and recreation areas approved
for off-roading. Use your good judgment in protecting the beauty and solitude of the area. Don't
leave anything behind and, better yet, pick up and remove any trash that others have discarded.
And if the terrain looks especially fragile, take an alternate route. For more information on how
to Tread Lightly, visit treadlightly. A measure of how steep a hill or slope can be for the vehicle
to begin its climb without scraping or hitting the front undercarriage. The ability to keep as
many tires as possible on the ground when traveling over rough terrain, allowing for a more
efficient transfer of power. A metal rod that connects the front wheels or the rear wheels to each
other. It is generally static and built to balance or transfer bending movements. Designed to
prevent loss of traction by transferring torque from one wheel to another when slippery
conditions are detected. Uses the antilock brake system to apply braking to wheels that have
lost traction. A measure of the steepest angle a vehicle can navigate over without scraping the
underbody. Useful for navigating over obstacles such as mounds or logs. Distributes torque to
the front and rear driveshafts on full-time 4x4 vehicles. It allows the front and rear wheels to
rotate at different speeds during cornering. Flexible metal helix-shaped coils that can be
compressed and stretched and return to their original form when resting. Coil springs support
the weight of the vehicle as the wheels travel up and down over bumpy surfaces. Determines
the ability of the vehicle to safely and securely "creep" along at very low speeds in Low-Range
and lowest gear when going up very steep hills or on descents. The higher the crawl ratio, the
better the off-road capabilities. Usually caused when basic 4x4 or part-time 4x4 mode is used on
dry pavement. Signs of crow hop are a "bang" noise, vehicle "shudder" and tire scuffing. A
measure of how steep the slope of a hill can be for the vehicle to descend to level ground
without scraping or hitting the rear undercarriage. Supplies power to the drive wheels while still
allowing the tires to rotate at different speeds. The system that transfers torque and rotation
from the transmission or transfer case to other components of the vehicle. Effectively handles
the extra output from the transfer case and helps to ensure smooth and durable driveline
operation. Disengages the front axle from the front driveline when shifting from four-wheel drive
to two-wheel drive. Helps reduce unnecessary front driveline wear, noise and fuel consumption.

Determines the ability of the vehicle to navigate over uneven ground without damaging the
undercarriage. Allows smooth and controlled downhill descents by using the antilock brake
system. The system can automatically descend the vehicle without driver input. Jounce is when
the suspension attached to the tires compresses when going over a bumpy surface. Rebound is
the opposite, when the coil spring expands as occurs when driving on a regular surface. Works
the same as an axle differential with an added advantage. When the drive wheel begins spinning
on slippery surfaces, a limited-slip differential automatically transfers torque to the opposite
wheel to help improve traction. Do not use on dry, paved roads. Allows the vehicle to navigate
obstacles in a slow and controlled manner with just enough torque. Low-range is a 4x4 mode
for extreme situations needing more torque at low speed, such as getting out of a tough driving
spot or navigating slippery surfaces, steep climbs, dense mud, soft sand or water. When the
shifter is in this position, the front and rear axles spin freely. Also for use when shifting into
Low-Range. If you are running an open differential and you hit a loose patch, the differential will
send power to the wheel that is encountering the least resistance. This results in wheel spin on
the loose patch side, while the solid contact side barely moves. The RTI is a measure of
articulation. It tests how well a vehicle can keep all wheels on the ground while off-roading and
traveling over bumpy obstacles. The better the flexibility, the better the traction and stability of
the vehicle. Heavy-duty steel hooks that provide attachment points for recovery straps and
winch cables should you get stuck. Transfers power from the transmission to the front and rear
driveshafts for high and low range modes. Transfers torque into driving power through gear
sets. The gear sets multiply engine torque to meet specific driving demands. Where power is
sent to only the front wheels or the rear wheels while the remaining wheels spin freely. Skip to
main content. Shopping Tools. Menu Main Menu. Main Menu. Skip to main navigation. Fuel
Efficiency. What is the difference between all-wheel drive, full-time and part-time 4x4 systems?
Why can't you use a part-time 4x4 system on dry surfaces? When do I use the 4x4 Low-Range
mode? How fast can I drive in 4x4 Low-Range? Can I shift into 4x4 Low-Range at any speed?
Can I shift into 4x4 Low-Range when stopped? When do I use the 4x4 High-Range mode? How
fast can I drive in 4x4 High-Range? Can I shift into 4x4 High-Range at any speed? How long can
I drive in 4x4 High-Range? How do I prepare my vehicle? What should I be aware of? How fast
do I drive? How do I maintain momentum in snow or mud? What are the tips for driving in sand?
How do I handle hills? What about climbing over rocks and other obstacles? How should I
behave on the trails? Approach Angle. Articulation or Axle Articulation. Brake Traction Control
System. Breakover Angle. Center Differentialâ€”Gears. Coil Springs. Crawl Ratio. Crow Hop.
Departure Angle. Electronically Controlled Coupling. Automatically manages the torque split
from front to rear axle for smooth performance. F
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our-Wheel Drive. Front Axle Disconnect. Ground Clearance. A 4x4 mode used for on-road or
light off-road use. Hill Descent Control. Limited-Slip Differential. Locking Differential. Low Crawl
Speed. Open-Center Differential. Running Ground Clearance. The distance between the ground
and the undercarriage. Also referred to as "ride height". The ability to shift from two-wheel drive
to four-wheel drive while the vehicle is moving. Skid Plate. Helps protect the undercarriage from
damage when driving off-road. Suspension Travel. The distance the wheels can travel from full
jounce to rebound. Tow Hooks. Transfer Case. Two-Wheel Drive. Find Your Country. Contact
Us. Site Map. Search Search. All Rights Reserved. Starting at price refers to the base model,
optional equipment not included. A more expensive model may be shown. Pricing and offers
may change at any time without notification. To get full pricing details, see your dealer. Should
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